Abstract: Cluster labelling is a technique which provides useful information about the cluster to the end users. In this paper, we propose a novel approach which is the follow-up of our previous work. Our earlier approach generates clusters of web documents by using a modified apriori approach which is more efficient and faster than the traditional apriori approach. To label the clusters, the propose approach used an effective feature selection technique which selects the top features of a cluster. Rather than labelling the cluster with 'bag of words', a concept driven mechanism has been developed which uses the Wikipedia that takes the top features of a cluster as input to generate the possible candidate labels. Mutual information (MI) score technique has been used for ranking the candidate labels and then the topmost candidates are considered as potential labels of a cluster. Experimental results on two benchmark datasets demonstrate the efficiency of our approach.
Introduction
World Wide Web (WWW) is the most important place for information retrieval (IR) and is expanding at a high speed. This tremendous growth of web makes the end user difficult to find the desired results from the search engine. Spink et al. (2001) in their work showed that, 50% of the total internet users never see beyond the first two pages of the retrieved results, the users who see only the first page of the results are maximum, i.e., 65%-70%, the number of users who see the second page is 20%-25% and very less users, i.e., 3%-4% only search the remaining results. Croft et al. (1980) also have done a similar kind of survey. One of the challenging threats to the present search engine is, to find desired information from the highly expandable web for a given user query.
Managing such huge volume of data on this semantic web is again a big concern. Clustering, a powerful unsupervised machine learning technique can shed light on this problem by bringing the similar documents into one group called 'cluster'. Users often looking for the results related to a query pertaining to a particular meaning. Most of the time, documents which convey the same meaning of a query will have similar words in them and they would fall into the same cluster. Hence, documents in the same cluster are able to become distinct from the documents in another cluster. But in many applications of clustering, users may need to interact with the clusters and want to know their content before using them. In such cases, labelling the cluster will help them to understand the cluster in a detailed manner. Thus along with the clustering mechanism, labelling the clusters also plays a vital role for managing the web. Cluster labelling generally checks the contents of each document of a cluster 'C' to decide its labels which then distinguish 'C' from other clusters in a corpus or collection.
In our earlier work (Roul et al., 2015) , we have developed an effective modified apriori approach which when applied to a corpus of documents, generates clusters (called as initial clusters) of documents. Then by applying three traditional clustering techniques [K-means, fuzzy C-means (FCM) and vector space model (VSM)] individually on these initial clusters, we obtained the clusters (called as final clusters). The experimental results show that our proposed approach is better than the traditional apriori approach for clustering the web documents. The empirical results also demonstrate that the clusters generated by FCM technique are better than the clusters formed using K-means and VSM techniques.
The main objective of this paper is to label the clusters in a given corpus. We have developed an effective feature selection technique to select the top keywords from each cluster. Wordnet has been used extensively to generate the synonym list of each sub-clusters of a cluster (the sub-clusters are created after applying our earlier modified apriori approach on each cluster in a given corpus which in turn gives the initial sub-clusters and then applying FCM technique on these initial sub-clusters, we generate the final sub-clusters which simply called as sub-clusters here). Finally, from each synonym list of a sub-cluster, one keyword is selected which have the highest chi-square (χ 2 ) value to form an important keyword list and at the end all important keyword list of each sub-clusters are merged together to form the final keyword list of the corresponding cluster to which all those sub-clusters belong. Then top 'k' keywords 1 having highest χ 2 values from the final keyword list of a cluster are selected as the representative keywords of that cluster. The reason to select chi-square feature selection technique is that, it is one of the state-of-the-art statistical feature selection technique generally used to check how much dependent an event is on another event in a corpus and is a very popular machine learning technique (Forman, 2003) . Next, these representative keywords of each cluster are send to Wikipedia for generating the potential labels. Using technique like mutual information (MI)-score, we rank the candidate labels and recommend the top ranked candidates as the potential labels of a cluster. The reason to use MI score is that, it is one of the best technique which is generally used for measuring the efficiency of clustering mechanism. It is considered as a good indicator of relevance between two random variables (Cover and Thomas, 1991) . To get these important cluster labels, we ran our approach on 20-Newsgroups and Reuters datasets as our earlier datasets (Classic 3 and Classic 4) (http://www.dataminingresearch.com/index.php/2010/09/classic3-classic4-datasets) used in our previous work have only four classes and not enough documents for experimental work. Neither any standard benchmarks exist for comparing different cluster labelling techniques nor any standard evaluation mechanism exists for labelling the clusters and hence we have selected 20-Newsgroups and Reuters datasets which have their pre-defined categories where each category has many classes of documents with their original labels. The experimental results on these two standard datasets show that our proposed approach is able to label most of the clusters correctly which match with their original labels by considering only the first three suggested labels of Wikipedia which justify the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The remainder of the paper is organised on the following lines: Section 2 covers the literature survey of different labelling techniques used for the web documents clustering. In Section 3, the background details of our approach have been discussed. Section 4 describes the propose approach used for labelling the clusters. The experimental results are cover in Section 5 and finally we conclude our work with some future enhancements in Section 6.
Literature survey
Good features (or terms) in a cluster play vital role during cluster labelling. Those terms can be found by many ways like extracting the most frequent terms occurring in a cluster, by considering the top weighted terms in the cluster centroid, etc. Working in this direction, Glover et al. (2002) shown that the extracted label from the extended anchor text of a web page perform better than label that are extracted from the content of the web page. Extended anchor text refers to the words which appear near link to the target page. For experimental work, DMOZ and Yahoo directory datasets have been used. Clusters generated using extended anchor text produce better features and these features are found to be more consistent with the summary of the document. Van Heerden et al. (2013) in their paper suggested an unsupervised labelling method named as 'unsupervised weight-based cluster labeling' using self-organising map. Their approach assigned significant weights for neurons cluster and then constructing sub-labels by linking those weights. Finally, cluster labels are generated from those sub-labels. Ping at el. (2012) proposed a cluster labelling method based on convex decomposition which used the topological property of the dataset. Comparative experiments and time complexity suggests that their approach greatly improves both the quality of the clusters as well as the efficiency. The empirical result on various datasets used in their work like sunflower, wine, iris, ring, etc., shows the efficiency of their approach. Turel and Can (2011) introduced the cluster labelling method using cover coefficient-based and sequential k-means algorithm. Cluster labelling is done based on term weighting. A new metric called Sim f-measure has been used to measure the effectiveness of the cluster labelling which turns out to be good. For experimental work, AMBIENT and ODP-239 datasets have been used. Comparative study is done on the proposed method to evaluate the relative performance with respect to the Lingo and Suffix tree clustering. Similar to the community mining in the social network, Li et al. (2013) in their paper have generated a hierarchy of document clusters which are topically coherent. Cluster labelling is done using the betweenness centrality measure of the term which co-occur in the network. For experimental work, they constructed a dataset using Google. De Padua et al. (2014) proposed a labelling technique called 'Genetic labelling technique' (GLM) for association rule clustering. The optimisation function of the GLM method is balancing the values of the measures in order to evaluate the cluster labelling. Their method is based on genetic algorithm and gives a very good performance compared to some state-of-the-art methods. Tholpadi et al. (2012) in their research developed a variational approach to show that cluster labelling problem can effectively handled by multilingual topic models. They designed a novel Scatter/Gather system called ShoBha for multilingual corpora. Empirical results on the entire overlapping Wikipedia of English, Canadian Hansards corpus, Hindi and Bengali articles and a trilingual news corpus having 41,000 articles, signifies the effectiveness of their system. Lee and Lee (2005) in their work used some invariant topological properties of a trained kernel radius function for developing the cluster labelling. Their complexity analysis and experimental results demonstrate the accuracy of their approach. An effective algorithm proposed by D' Orangevilla et al. (2013) for cluster labelling used support vector clustering (SVC). Their work understand the functionality describing the SVC cluster contours and found the interconnection paths between critical points separating distinct cluster contours. The experimental result on synthetic dataset sampled from 15 uniform density functions signifies the quality of their work. Lopes et al. (2014) suggested a cluster labelling mechanism using artificial neural network. They have used both supervised and unsupervised learning along with a discretisation model to label the clusters. Iris, Seeds, Glass, Scientia.Net databases are used for their experimental work. Their results labelled clusters with an average above 88.79% of elements correctly. Li et al. (2015) developed a combine approach of both linguistic and statistical perspectives to label the clusters. Performance of their approach is evaluated on 20-Newsgroups (English) and NewsMiner (Chinese) datasets. The experimental results demonstated that their algorithm can provide good quality clusters and outperform other existing methods. Wikipedia is so diverse that it can be considered as a small web in itself. Nayak et al. (2014) in their paper suggested an approach to label the Wikipedia clusters which consumes limited resources and time. The obtained results contained thousands of clusters and were evaluated against an external data which turns out to be good. Roitman et al. (2014) used two extended fusion methods named CombSUM (CLD) and CombMNZ (CLD) for labelling the clusters. 20-Newsgroups and DMOZ datasets have been used for the experimental work. They concluded that CombMNZ (CLD) method is a very good method compared to all the methods used in their work for labelling the clusters.
Very less research work has been done where statistical feature selection techniques has been used for cluster labelling. The proposed approach used an effective feature selection technique to extract the top keywords from each cluster. As the datasets used in our earlier approach have not enough classes, hence, to measure the performance of our labelling approach, we have used 20-Newsgroups and Reuters datasets which have true labels and enough classes of documents. The experimental results have been compared with the true labels present in the datasets. Promising accuracies on both datasets signify the prominence of our proposed approach for labelling the clusters.
Background

TF-IDF
Term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) (http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/ html/htmledition), measures the importance of a term to a document in a collection. TF of a term w in a document d measures how important the term w for d is. 
Cosine-similarity
Cosine-similarity is a technique (http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/html/htmledition) which measures the similarity between two vectors (or two document vectors say x and y ). This can be represented as ( )
If the angle between x and y is near to zero, then they share most of the common terms between them and if the angle approaches 90° indicates that they are dissimilar.
Wordnet
Wordnet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu/) developed at the University of Princeton is a thesaurus for the English language. Some of the semantic relations available in Wordnet are synonymy, antonym, hyponymy, etc. Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. A synonym set or synsets, is a group of synonyms and the synonyms contained within a synset are called lemmas.
Mutual information score
MI judge (http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/html/htmledition/mutual-information-1.html) establishes a relationship between a term (w) and a class (c) by focusing on the information w contains about c. If a document d contains w then e w = 1 else e w = 0. 
Point wise mutual information
Point wise mutual information (PWMI) (Bouma, 2009 ) upon which MI is build is a measure of associations generally used in statistics and information theory. In other words, it measures how much an event tells us about another event and can be positive or negative.
( )
where 'm' and 'n' are pair of independent events.
Chi-square
χ 2 technique is based on χ 2 distribution of statistics and generally used to test the independence of two events (Forman, 2003) . In other words, it measures the confidence in association between two categorical variables (based on their available statistics). In feature selection, the two categorical variables are occurrence of the term and class. Ranking of terms are done by using the following equation: 
where w is a term and c is a class of documents, 'O' and 'E' represent the observed and expected frequency respectively. χ 2 measures how much expected frequency 'E' and observed frequency 'O' deviates from each other.
Proposed approach
Indexing
Consider a corpus consisting of different classes FC = {C 1 , C 2 , …., C m } of documents where each C i , i = 1, 2, …, m is a cluster. Here, we have used the term 'clusters' instead of classes and 'sub-clusters' instead of sub-classes for the sake of labelling the clusters in order to test the accuracy of our approach. Documents in each class (i.e., cluster) are first parsed and tokenised, stop-words are removed, nouns are selected as the keywords using minipar (http://ai.stanford.edu/ rion/parsing/miniparviz.html), ignoring other categories such as verbs, adjectives, adverbs and pronouns and then each document is represented as term vectors in the vector space over the system's vocabulary. For each keyword, TF-IDF values are calculated. The documents are then indexed by Gensim (https://pypi.python.org/pypi/gensim), a free Python-based topic modelling software. The inverted index obtained for each keyword k is by its keyword frequency TF(k, d) in each document d and its inverse document frequency IDF(k) in the entire class that determines the documents which contain the keyword k.
Sub-clusters creation
After indexing all the documents of each cluster and finding out the TF-IDF values for each keyword in all documents of the cluster, next we used the modified apriori algorithm discussed in our earlier work to sub-cluster the documents based on the minimum support count (decided by the experiment for which we obtained the best results). This gave the 'n' initial sub-clusters depending on the minimum support count. Then we applied FCM clustering technique (it is one of the technique which gives good performance compare to K-means and VSM techniques used in our earlier approach) on these 'n' initial sub-clusters to obtained the 'n' final subclusters, FS = {c 1 , c 2 , …, c n }.
Representative keywords extraction
After getting the final sub-clusters FS, we applied χ 2 feature selection technique on each sub-cluster by which the keywords of all sub-clusters received a χ 2 weight. Given a sub-cluster c j ∈ C i as input where j = 1, 2, …, n, we now wish to find important keywords from each sub-cluster and finally merging all the important keywords of each sub-cluster will give us the top ranked keywords of the corresponding cluster C i . To find out those top ranked keywords of C i among all the keywords of different c j ∈ C i the following steps have been followed and it is generalised in Algorithm 1:
1 Randomly select a keyword W from c j 's keyword list and then using Wordnet prepare a synonym-list of W.
2 Search for those keywords which are common both to synonym-list of W and keyword-list of c j .
3 Remove those common keywords from the keyword-list of c j and at the same time add them to the synonym-required-list of W (a new synonym list of W get created).
4 Till the keyword-list of c j gets empty, repeat step 1 through step 3. At the end, many synonym-required-list are generated one for each of those keywords selected randomly from c j 's keyword list.
5 Now, we need to consider one keyword from each synonym-required-list of c j which have highest χ 2 values and it gives us the important keyword-list of c j .
6 Repeat step 1 to step 5 for each c j and merge all the important keyword-list of each c j into a new list which gives us the top keywords list of a cluster C i . Then among those top keywords, we need to select the top-k χ 2 values of keywords as the representative keywords R(C i ) of C i . 
Extracting candidate labels
After receiving a list of top k keywords (i.e., representative keywords) from cluster C i , next we extract the candidate labels for C i . For this, we require Wikipedia queries which are selected by choosing the top k keywords of C i . The reason behind selecting Wikipedia as the external source is that it is a better media through which the user can get quality information. The following steps brief all the possible candidate labels extraction using Wikipedia:
1 Given a set of top 'k' keywords as queries, we first search the Wikipedia database for the results. This we did using the Python module called Python Wikipediabot Framework (https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Manual:Pywikibot/Scripts), a set of tools provided to automate the work on MediaWiki sites like Wikipedia, Wikidata, etc.
Evaluating candidate labels
To evaluate the candidate labels generated by the Wikipedia, we used MI-Score (http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/html/htmledition/mutual-information-1.html), which judges the candidate labels (L(C i )) based on their semantic relationship with the associated documents in the cluster C i . The average PWMI (Butte and Kohane, 2000) of a label l ∈ L(C i ) with the set of important keywords of C i generates the MI-scores for l ∈ L(C i ). The average PWMI of l with the set of important keywords of C i gives the semantic distance between l and the content of C i . Minimum distance indicates that label l is very close to C i . The collections of Wikipedia are used as a data source (i.e., our approach used the text of the first 'k' result received after passing the query 'q' to the Wikipedia index) to find the MI-score as it is large enough to give us correct results as well as relevant enough to the contents of our cluster C i . The average PWMI with all remaining significant keywords gives the score to each important keywords and according to that score, it compares with all other candidates.
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where R(C i ) is the representative keywords of C i , w(t) is the P strength or weight of a important keyword 'i' ∈ R(C i ).
( ) 1, w t = ∑ PWMI will be measure in an external textual source (X). Measurement of PWMI between a pair of keywords is done as follows.
Maximum likelihood estimation (https://onlinecourses.science.psu.edu/stat414/node/191) approximates the probability of 'y' (denotes a pair of terms or a single term) in the given corpus as follows.
( ) .
|
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Experiment and results
Experimental setup
We have tested our algorithm on 20-Newsgroup (http://qwone.com/ ~jason/20Newsgroups/) and Reuters dataset (http://www.cs.umb.edu/smimarog/ textmining/datasets/). Python language has been used for implementing the entire approach. An Intel machine with Core 2 Duo Processor having processor speed of 2.2 GHz and 64 GB RAM with Ubuntu 15.04 as the operating system has been used for experimental work. Here, we measure the accuracy of our approach on both datasets by using the following equation:
where 'a' represents number of clusters whose labels are found within the suggested labels returned by Wikipedia and 'b' represents total number of clusters considered for labelling. The top three suggested labels returned by Wikipedia are considered for measuring the accuracy on each dataset. The reason to choose only top three suggested labels of Wikipedia as the candidate labels is that, we try to find out the original labels within least possible number of suggested labels in order to show the efficiency of our proposed approach. The MI-score of each suggest labels generated by Wikipedia on both datasets are shown in a increasing order of the label that is candidate 'Label 1' has minimum MI-score than candidate 'Label 2' and finally candidate 'Label 3' has the maximum MI-score. This measures the semantic distance between the candidate labels and the associated documents of the cluster C i . Hence, candidate 'Label 1' has minimum semantic distance and candidate 'Label 3' has maximum semantic distance from the cluster C i which indicates candidate 'Label 1' is very close to C i compared to candidate 'Label 2' and 'Label 3'.
20-Newsgroups dataset
20-Newsgroups is a standard dataset having approximately 20,000 newsgroup documents which are divided into 20 different newsgroups. 'Alt', 'Computer', 'Miscellaneous', 'Recreation', 'Science', 'Social', 'Talk' are the seven categories of all the web pages present in 20-Newsgroups. The dataset has 18,846 documents. It contains a certain number of documents belonging to every cluster along with a name given to that cluster. The name of the clusters is hierarchical with '.' as the level discriminator, e.g., the name comp.graphics represents the newsgroup graphics under section computers. The pre-processing of the dataset involves removing of stop-words, extracting keywords and then indexing them. The pre-processed newsgroups of different classes (clusters consider here) are divided into different sub-clusters by first applying our earlier modified apriori approach on each cluster to generate 'n' (here 'n' = 5) 2 initial sub-clusters and then applying FCM technique on these 'n' initial sub-clusters to obtained 'n' final sub-clusters. Then top k (here k = 3) representative keywords based on their χ 2 values among all the top keywords are extracted from each cluster of 20-Newsgroups. The generated representative keywords are shown in Table 1. While Table 2 shows their χ 2 values. For in-depth analysis, we have just explained about one cluster (cluster 2) explicitly. As one can see that our algorithm returned keywords corresponding to the leaf of the title (i.e., leaf of 'comp.graphics' is 'graphics') in all the clusters. The algorithm also tries to return the intermediate titles as can be seen in cluster 2 where both 'comp' and 'graphics' are returned for the title 'comp.graphics'. The result of cluster 2 shows that the combination of representative keywords may gives us a more appropriate label. Figure 1 demonstrates some top keywords of cluster 2 and their corresponding χ 2 values, out of which top three keywords known as representative keywords of cluster 2 are selected. All the combinations of these top three representative keywords are passed to Wikipedia and the resulting suggested labels are evaluated with MI-score as explained in candidate label evaluation of Section 4.5. We have recommended the top three suggested labels as the candidate labels based on their MI-score which is good enough to label the cluster. Figure 2 demonstrates the semantic distance between candidate labels generated by Wikipedia from cluster 2. Less the semantic distance, more the chances of considering that candidate label as the appropriate label of the corresponding cluster. Table 3 shows the suggested labels for all the clusters of 20-Newsgroups by our approach. Table 4 shows the MI-score of candidate labels respectively. Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the χ 2 values of top three keywords and the MI-score of top 3 suggested labels of each cluster respectively. In Figure 3 , one can see that the keyword ('politics') of cluster 17 received the highest χ 2 value of 0.42 followed by 'sci' of cluster 15 having χ 2 value of 0.406 compared to all the 20 clusters. Similarly, in Figure 4 , 'Label 1' ('Christian') of cluster 1 received the lowest MI-value of 3.34 compared to all the 20 clusters. Cluster by cluster analysis will show the advantages of our proposed approach. In cluster 1, due to the closeness of words Christian and religion in the external corpus, the corresponding labels have both almost equal MI-values while label 'atheism' is valued above both of them as it contains both of these words with high frequency. Results of cluster 2 suggest label 'Computer Graphics' which is semantically better label than both 'computer' and 'graphics'. Results of all the clusters except clusters 3, 4 and 5 are good.
As we can see from the original labels, clusters 3, 4 and 5 are semantically very close to each other. On top of that, they all use word 'comp' in high frequency rather than the full form, 'computer'. This disambiguation produces confusion which rates unrelated titles above the actual titles. For cluster 3, the suggested title 'Window', disambiguation for Window (structure) and Window (computing) validates our claim. This pattern is also observed when word 'sci' and 'misc' are used in place of 'science' and 'miscellaneous'. These short forms are not part of the language and hence are needed to be taken care of by some external corpus.
The representative keyword generation of our approach is both efficient and accurate as can be seen from Table 1 . The concept generation process helps to generate semantically more appropriate labels, but it is little susceptible to short forms which we have include in our future work. The accuracy of our proposed approach is more than 85%, as out of 20 clusters, results of 17 clusters are good and the remaining three clusters (clusters 3, 4 and 5) results are satisfactory.
Reuters dataset
The Reuters-21578 dataset is a popular dataset for text categorisation. The Reuters-21578 R8 dataset is a subset of the Reuters-21578 dataset formed by taking the eight classes containing the most documents. The R8 dataset has pages categorised into eight categories, namely 'acq', 'grain', 'crude', 'ship' 'earn', 'interest', 'money-fx', and 'trade'. The dataset in total has 7,674 documents. The pre-processing of the dataset involves removing of stop-words, extracting keywords and then indexing them. The pre-processed newsgroups of different classes (clusters consider here) are divided into different sub-clusters by first applying our earlier modified apriori approach on each cluster to generate 'n' (here 'n' = 3) 3 initial sub-clusters and then applying FCM technique on these 'n' initial sub-clusters to obtained the 'n' final sub-clusters. The top three representative keywords of each cluster of Reuters dataset which are generated by using our feature selection technique are shown in Table 5 . Table 6 shows the χ 2 values of these top three keywords based on which they have been selected from a cluster (also known as the representative keywords). After sending these representative keywords of each cluster to Wikipedia, the suggested labels generated by Wikipedia and their MI-score have been shown in Tables 7 and 8 respectively. Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate the χ 2 values of top three representative keywords and MI-score of three candidate labels respectively. One can see that in Figure 5 , the keyword ('pct') of cluster 5 has the highest χ 2 value of 0.294 compared to all eight clusters. Similarly, 'Label 1' ('bank') of cluster 6 in Figure 6 received the lowest MI-value of 6.36 among all the eight clusters. From Table 8 , it can also be observed that except cluster 1 and 3, the remaining clusters label either directly matching with the suggested labels or semantically similar to them. Out of eight clusters, six clusters labels are matching with the original labels and another two clusters (clusters 1 and 3) label are satisfactory. If we go more deeper in accepting the suggested labels from Wikipedia that is probably 'Label 4' or beyond some labels of it, then it may gives the exact original labels for clusters 1 and 3. This shows that the proposed approach accuracy is more than 75%. 
Conclusions and future work
In this paper which is an extension of our earlier work, a novel feature selection technique using χ 2 and Wordnet has been introduced for extracting the most important keywords from a cluster of documents. Here, Wordnet helps to find the synonyms of keywords and χ 2 values help to select the top k keywords known as representative keywords from a cluster which are later sent to Wikipedia for getting candidate labels. The cluster labels generated from Wikipedia need to be evaluated by MI-score. For experimental work, we have considered 20-Newsgroups and Reuters as the two benchmark datasets. Our experimental results illustrate the accuracy of the proposed approach which is more than 85% and 75% by generating good labels (which match with the original labels) for most of the clusters of 20-Newsgroups and Reuters datasets respectively by considering only the first three suggested labels of Wikipedia. Future work include clearly separation of terms into categories of discriminative, short and common terms explicitly. Other enhancement like metadata associated with each page apart from the titles of the pages can also be used as potential label. This work also can be extended by running the algorithm on a distributed environment using Hadoop which can further improve the results.
As our approach successfully encompasses all the important milestones needed for automatically providing a label to each cluster of documents, all the steps can be coupled in a single script, which can serve as an important software tool for finding out the label for any given cluster.
